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eBook Aggregators

Smashwords is an eBook producer only (no print) distributing to Apple, Barnes & Noble 
(B&N), Kobo, and Sony (not Amazon). It also maintains its own online bookstore. 

Services include: 

•File conversion only. Smashwords offers no design or editorial services. 

• Accepted file formats: Word or ePub

• File conversion to the following formats: ePub, Sony Reader, MOBI, 
Palm, .pdf, .rtf., .txt

NOTE: Smashwords suggests that you format your document using its book-length 
style guide (available for free) before upload to mitigate against conversion problems. 
So using Smashwords still requires a fair amount of DIY set up.

Smashwords does not review your file before publication, which means your book 
will appear for sale immediately upon pushing “publish” on your personal 
dashboard. However, this may not be a good thing if your book is still riddled with 
formatting issues that may have occurred in the conversion process. Conversion of 
manuscripts with embedded images and charts are the most cantankerous. And 
problems on one eReader may not plague another. So it’s important to check and 
double check that your book has converted to your liking on all destination 
platforms.

• Partnering distribution retailers: Apple (iBookstore), B&N (Nook), Diesel, Kobo, Sony, 
and Bilo.com. You control who gets to sell your book from the Channel Manager on 
your account dashboard.

While Smashwords does not automatically push your book to Amazon, it will make 
you a MOBI file version which you can publish to Amazon yourself through Kindle 
Direct Publishing. However, you may not publish to Amazon Kindle Select if you’ve 
simultaneously pushed elsewhere via Smashwords.

Payment Model: Smashwords takes 15% of revenue or 29.5% if the revenue was generated 
through an affiliate link. There is no upfront payment.

DRM: Digital Rights Management are not offered through Smashwords.
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BookBaby is the new kid on the block (relatively). Like Smashwords, it handles only 
eBook production and distribution. At the time of this writing, it pushes only to Amazon, 
B&N, and Apple. Unlike Smashwords, BookBaby charges a one-time fee based on the 
level of service you require. You take 100% of revenue. 

Service plans include:

•Basic ($99). You supply the ePub file. BookBaby distributes the file to Apple and 
B&N and converts the file to MOBI to push to Amazon. It does not offer quality 
checks at this level. 

•Standard ($149). BookBaby converts your file to ePub and MOBI and helps you to 
quality check the outcome on all devices associated with its service before final 
publication. Ten graphic elements are allowed at no additional charge. 

•Premium ($249). All the above, plus fuller review and quality control services and 
an allowance for up to 50 graphic elements. 

Additional services/costs:

•Charges are applied at the Standard and Premium level each time you correct 
and/or update your book: $50 for 1-10 changes; $75 for 11-25 changes; $100 for 
25-50, etc. At the Basic level, you must upload a new file at the same cost to 
implement an upgrade.

CreateSpace is an Amazon-owned company that publishes eBooks and softcover print 
books. Its a kind of mash-up of both indie eBook publishing and print-on-demand models. 
Once your manuscript is published, CreateSpace will make an eBook version available on 
Amazon and will print your book on demand (i.e., if someone orders it) and deliver within 
the following countries: US, UK, Germany, France, Italy, and Spain.

Services include:

•Free creation tools enable you to design your book’s cover and interior lay-out 
yourself, or upload such files produced by your own designer. 

•Fee-based services such as design, editing, copywriting, and marketing, if you don’t 
have your own consultants at hand. 

•An “Expanded Distribution” option that increases distribution of your book to 
bookstores, libraries, academic institutions and other online retailers for an additional 
$25 fee. This doesn’t mean that your book will be stocked, but that it will be 
inventoried and ordered if requested.
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•Shipping is handled by CreateSpace on demand (so you don’t have to) and paid for 
by purchaser.

•File conversion: The following files are accepted: .pdf, .doc, .docx, .rtf, txt. 

•ISBN numbers are offered for free, unless you choose to supply your own.

NOTE: Black&White print books must be between 28 and 878 pages. Color books 
must be between 28 and 480 pages.

Payment model: Based on the book design -- trim size, number of pages, whether images 
are included, whether they are color or black and white -- and author-established list 
price. Create Space offers a free royalty calculator download on their website. 

Blurb is built to handle image-heavy projects, such as photography books, cookbooks, 
and design portfolios. It’s also good for the person wishing to create a high-quality book 
for personal use, to share with friends and family. Selling is possible, but only through the 
Blurb Bookstore.

Services include:

• For eBooks:

✴Free Adobe InDesign plug-in to help you design your book

 NOTE: Blurb eBooks are only readable on the iPad. 

• For print books

✴Free downloadable publishing tool, called BookSmart, for creating and uploading 
your Blurb-based books

Payment model: Blurb doesn’t charge up front for its services, but charges at time of 
purchase. Pricing is calculated by the company. For print books, the price will depend on 
the size and type of paper, whether your book is hard cover or soft, and how quickly you 
need it delivered. A free pricing tool is available on the Blurb website so you can research 
you project’s potential post-publication cost before you begin.

Author Solutions appears to be positioning itself to dominate the world of indie-
publishing. Though recently purchased by Random House Penguin, its reputation among 
independent authors is uneven at best. 

The company operates eight proprietary imprints for the self-publisher as well as 
producing and distributing the selected works of several traditional publishers. The 
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imprints include: AuthorHouse, Inkubook, iUniverse, Pallibrio, Tafford, Wordclay, and 
Xlibris. 

Like BookBaby, the various Author Solutions imprints sell service packages rather than 
claiming a royalty percentage. In fact, it appears they aggressively sell packages, ranging 
from full-color 80-page (or less) eBook production ($449) to publication of your 
black&white print book ($749) to the Hollywood package, which promises to put your 
book in front of an entertainment industry partner for $4099. You can even buy a book-
signing kit $325, if you feel you really need a book-signing kit. 

Other fee-based services include writing, editorial, and design consultation, format 
conversion, production, and marketing. In short, Author Services makes money off you 
whether your book sells or not while the other companies assume a bit of risk. 

Check out the Author Solutions website for an explanation of each of the company’s 
imprints and service package descriptions.

Author Solutions’ eBooks are distributed on the Amazon Kindle, B&N Nook and Apple 
iPad.

NOTE: Author Solutions imprints appear to retain ownership of your formatted file, cover, 
and ISBN. If you ever wish to switch publishers, your will either need to recreate your files 
or re-purchase your Author Solutions’ generated files for $250 each. 

Curiouser and curiouser.

A Word about ISBNs -- IMHO, you’re better off buying your own from Bowker. Yes, it’s 
more expensive, unless you’re in a position to buy in packages of 10. But if you have an 
aggregator service provide an ISBN for you, they will forever more be the traceable 
“owner” of that content. Not you or your imprint. The same is true for the online services 
offering ISBNs for $5. All they do is buy up a bunch from Bowker, in their name, then 
resell them to you. They become the defacto traceable “owner” of your book. Something 
about that just doesn’t sit right with me. So I suggest buying and managing your own 
ISBNs through Bowker. Buy 10 and let them sit in your account until you need them. They 
are good forever. Unless you think you’ll push your book to only one reader, you will need 
several ISBNs. Because the same content will require a new ISBN each time it’s produced 
for a different format. My Beware Madame La Guillotine, for example, carries one ISBN 
for the English-only iBook, another for the French-only iBook (in production), and still 
another for the bilingual iBook (to come). It will require a new ISBN when it is published 
to Kindle. And again when published in print. So, as you can see, one story distributed 
across multiple formats already requires 6 ISBNs. Foreseeing this, I bought a package of 10 
for $250. That’s $25 each. As against buying them one at a time for $125. Ouch! Or 
having the ISBN catalogue list some other entity as the owner of that material. Double 
ouch!
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And now a Word about DRM (Digital Rights Management) -- It’s an illusion. 
Like Ronald Reagan’s outer space weapons shield that would theoretically stop nuclear 
bombs from reaching the USA. Hackers hack. Pirates pirate. If systems are built to stop 
them, they will find away to break them. And these folks aren’t likely to buy your book 
anyway. So why work so hard to try to stop them, while inconveniencing the good, honest 
people of this world who love great books and are willing to pay for them? My advice is to 
decline DRM when you can -- sometimes you can’t as it’s built into most eBook retailers’ 
systems -- and focus on writing and producing the best book you can. Besides, if it does 
get stolen and spread around, that’s like free marketing!

Pros and Cons of Using an Aggregator

Pros:

Single Account Management. If you have published yourself to multiple retail distribution 
channels, then you will have an equal number of accounts to manage. An aggregator 
provides a single account dashboard for managing all aspects of your title(s), including 
sales and payment tracking, all in one place.

File Conversion. You provide a Word file and leave the converting, which can be a difficult 
process for projects with complex content, to them.

Ease of Use. Let the aggregator handle the technical aspects of publication while you get 
cracking on your next book.

Apple iBookstore Submission. Publishing to Apple is yet another technical process. If 
you’re not technically minded, or just don’t have the time to learn yet another software 
application and tool, using an aggregator means you avoid additional hassle.

Cons:

Less Customized Design. Less Control. Aggregators are going for the “lowest common 
denominator” in their format conversions. If you haven’t done the work going in to lay out 
and design your book, it could end out looking just like all the others. You aren’t always 
given the opportunity to check that formatting conversion went smoothly, meaning your 
book may be released into the world before you feel it’s ready.

Publication Delay. Publishing with an aggregator may delay your book’s release for up to 
three weeks.

Update Delays. Going through an aggregator, corrected errors in your book can take some 
time to be reflected on each device. Generally, updates take the same amount of time as it 
took for your book to appear with the retailers in the first place.
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Less Money in Your Pocket. Using an aggregator may bring higher costs going in or lower 
royalties coming out, or both. 

Delayed Sales Tracking. Although all aggregators provide accounts data on your single 
dashboard, these will be delayed anywhere from 60-90 days. As a self-publisher, you will 
know your sales data within 24 hours of purchase, allowing you to track sales and make 
near-immediate pricing adjustments. This is beneficial for creating promotions and 
experimenting with your book’s pricing “sweet spot”. 

Variable Pricing Difficult. Variable pricing is a method of experimenting with raising and 
lowering the price of their ebook to see whether this impacts sales. With an aggregator, it 
may take up to two weeks for new pricing information to appear, which makes variable 
pricing experimentation a more drawn out process.

No Access to Amazon Kindle Select. Amazon Kindle Select (KDP Select) provides authors 
with extra promotional tools in exchange for committing to make the digital format of your 
book available exclusively through the KDP for a period of at least 90 days. During this 
period, authors may not distribute their book anywhere else, including websites, blogs, or 
other retail outlets. If you are publishing with an aggregator, you would not be eligible for 
this option without opting out of distribution with every other retailer (which defeats the 
purpose of using an aggregator). One great benefit of using KDP Select is that it allows 
authors into Amazon’s Lending Library program. This is not only great for marketing to 
librarians, but each lend also counts as a unit sold and increases your paid sales rank in 
the Amazon store. (Click here for more information on the benefits of KDP Select.)

Summary If you’re after the widest reach possible and would rather be focusing on 
writing than designing, file formatting, and production, or if you’re a first-time author with 
virtually no following or platform, publishing with an aggregator may be your best option. 
That way you can go for the largest reach and build your following with the best book you 
can possibly create. It leaves you time to write your next book. And more good books 
equals more sales. Even if the percentage in your pocket is lower.

If, however, your book is targeted to a specific audience, and you aren’t put off by a bit of 
tech and design, pick the distribution channel that’s right for your audience, and DIY on 
that channel to obtain the highest level of royalties possible. 

If you’ve already got a substantial following and a robust author platform, I’d also suggest 
that a DIY option might be best. Especially if you have an art designer friend you can call 
on to help you with a customized lay-out and design. If you do, be sure they work in 
InDesign. It appears that books laid out in InDesign, as opposed to Word, will convert best 
to ePub and MOBI.
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If you had to choose one platform to push to first, I’d say make it Amazon. And if you’re a 
DIYer, and getting recognition from librarians is important to your book, I’d suggest that the 
Kindle Select program might be for you.  

If your book, like mine, would benefit from more interactivity, then Apple and the iBooks 
Author tool will be the best option for you. To date, none or the aggregators that I could 
find publish to the iBookstore using this tool. There are, however, a few independent 
consulting firms that do. 

Finally, if you had to choose one aggregator to stay away from as an indie author, I’d make 
it be Author Solutions. Their fine print raises too many eyebrows.

Is there anything I missed? Anything not clear? Anything that needs updating? Anything 
you feel I’m wildly wrong about (keeping in mind this is all new for me too), please don’t 
hesitate to shoot me a message: http://sarahtowle.com/contact/
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